
                                                                                                        

Xo Vsop Napoleon
One day of visits & tasting in Cognac

Starting in the 17th Century, they were transformed in eau-de-vie (literally, "water of life") and improved
by ageing in oak casks, Cognac is born. 

Activities 
During this day tour, live an unique sensorial experience, visit & taste in one famous Maisons de Cognac
and local distilery. A guided tour with Cognac specialist will show you the distillation installation,
explain the process and the different appellation as Grande & Petite Champagne. The visit will fnish by
a tasting of various aged Cognac (XO, VSOP, Napoleon...)

Itinerary

   Pick up from your hotel (private vehicle & personal guide)
            Drive to cognac about 1h30

 Guided tour & tasting in a Maison de Cognac*

 12:30 am Stop for lunch in a local gourmet restaurant

 Visit and tasting in a Cognac distilery

 6/6:30pm Return to Bordeaux  (hotel, airport, railway)

Option : Cocktail workshop at Remy Martin (€ 110 pp)
An ultimate cocktail experience : Measure, shake, blend and pour. The
combinations of fruits, cognac and spices are carefully measured. Assisted by a
Remy Martin expert, create short and long drinks.
Programme :
Visit of the historic House and its cellars + Tasting of our cognacs +
Introduction to the art of cocktail making and tasting of your creations served
with gourmet accompaniments.



*Example of places visited 

Remy Martin
Martel
Camus
Hennessy
Courvoisier
Tesseron & many others ...

Please note that our tours are private, available upon demand and are not scheduled for mixed groups.
Visits are not private and depend on availabilities at the moment of your reservation

This offer is not a reservation, it depends on availability at the moment of your booking and will be confrmed after an advance fee
payment (30% of total amount). Balance has to be paid 15 days before the beginning of our services.  We can only confrm visited
properties after your payment and a defnitive itinerary will be sent to you before your arrival. We are fexible and we can accept
some modifcation in limit of 1 change. Any extra change or modifcation will be charged 20€ each.

Consume alcohol with moderation.
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 +++ 
- Experience old Cognac
- Learn a lot about " Terroir ", history & culture
- Enjoy our selection of gourmet local restaurants
- Exclusive private A/C minivan transportation
- Personal friendly driver wine expert
- English spoken tour

Private 2 persons 
€ 549

more persons, ask us for a quote

Included 
Visits & tasting fees, exclusive private A/C minivan, personal
friendly driver wine guide, pick-up & drop off from your
hotel, English spoken tour, insurance, taxes.

Extra charge 
Option, lunch & any personal expenses
Pick up or drop off outside of Bordeaux

   This offer is not a reservation and depends on availabilities
at the moment of your booking 

https://www.bordeaux-tours.com/
mailto:xavier.33tour@gmail.com?subject=Request%20on%20Cognac%20tour
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